
 

Business   Meeting   Minutes   
March   11,   2020,   7:10   PM   
 
Presiding:   Her   Majesty,   Meredith  
Attending:   Andrew   J.,   Liz   G.,   Casey   M.,   Kate   M.,   Timmy,   BJ,   Carl   R.,   Sara  
P.,   Mike,   Chris   B.,   Jake   L.,   Erin   B.,   Stacy,   Anna   Banana,   Tom   D.,   Seth,  
River,   Francie,   Blonde   Curly   hair   between   carl   and   francie,   Blake,   Mike   J.  
 
Absent:   
 
Quorum:   YES  
 
Transcription  

New   Business  
- Lady   Meredith   opens   the   meeting   with   the   Serenity   Prayer.  
- Concern   about   COVID-19   brought   up.   Should   Unity   A.A.   take   action?   
- Liz   G.   makes   motion   to   add   a   warning   to   the   opening   statements.  

Francie   suggests   the   phrase   “...Please   consider   following   the   CDC  
guidelines   with   respect   to   human   contact   during   the   COVID-19  
pandemic.”  

- Motion   seconded   and   passes   with   a   majority.  
- Sara   P.   to   add   a   note   to   the   binders   with   the   message.  
- Carl   makes   motion   to   do   away   with   hand   holding   completely  
- Blake   seconds  
- Motion   failed.  
- Casey   brings   up   changing   the   term   for   “H&I”   (Hospitals   and  

Institutions)   to   “Treatment   and   Corrections”   in   accordance   with   the  
GSO.  

- Casey   also   brings   to   light   the   fact   that   we   are   late   in   our   bi-annual  
review   of   the   Unity   A.A.   Plan   of   Operations   (POO)  

- Francie   would   like   to   review   POO   before   changing   terminology  
- Meridith   suggests   she   is   at   fault   for   the   late   review  
- Tom   D.   assures   her   the   Steering   Committee   can   share   the  

responsibility  
- General   discussion   about   the   contents   of   the   POO   ensues   
- An   entire   saga   pertaining   to   the   current   requirement   to   review   the  

POO   every   2   years   is   shared   by   Tom   and   Meredith.   
- POO   is   locked   behind   GMail   account   with   selective   access;   Tom   is  

(solely?)   beholden   to   this   knowledge   
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Old   Business  
- The   group   discussion   returns   to   the   former   issue   of   announcements  

in   the   binders  
- General   discussion   regarding   the   possibility   of   making   an   official  

policy   protecting   meeting   announcements   begins  
- Group   consensus   settles   on   no   change   to   announcement  

requirements   (anyone   may   put   an   announcement   in   the   binder,   but  
they   will   be   subject   to   review/removal)  

 
Reports  
Treasurer   (Cheryl   C.)  

- Net   gain   $263.  
 
Central   Office   Delegate:   (Casey)  

- Sunflower   Roundup   brought   in   $1100   extra   donations  
- Board   elections   upcoming  

 
GSR   (Kate)   

- Workshop   meeting   tomorrow   (03/12/2020)   at   Paseo   Group   to   plan  
for   Treatment   Workshop.  

- Treatment   Workshop   April   25th   at   Group   1   4:30PM   to   6:30PM.  
- Casey   and   Kate   will   be   in   attendance  
- Subjects   include:   behavior   at   meetings,   behavior   in   facilities   and  

institutions  
- Treatment   Workshop   is   a   District-Level   event  
- Meredith   expresses   interest   in   achieving   high   Unity   attendance   at  

District   functions   in   general  
 
Alt.   GSR:   (Mike)   

- Mike   contests   Casey’s   claim   that   the   Treatment   Workshop   is   4/25;  
says   it   is   4/15   instead…   

 
Literature   (Erin   )   

- Shopping   spree   (coins,   books,   other   super   fun   stuff)  
- Spent   >$500   at   Central   Office  
- DeAnn   was   supplied   10   soft-cover   Big   Books   (donation   from   Unity  

A.A.   NOT   reflected   on   this   (February’s)   Treasurer   Report.  
- Carl   mentions   the   need   for   Big   Books   in   Classroom   A.   (Should  

maintain   20   books   available)  
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Meeting   Leader   Leader   (Sara   P.)   

- Will   take   count   of   group   books   
- Will   print   and   place   CDC,   COVID-19   announcement   
- Will   do   a   check   for   announcements   of   an   inappropriate   variety  

H&I   (Liz   G.)  
- Two   6pm   meetings   a   Gregory   Ridge   had   low   attendance   so   they  

were   moved   to   the   KU   Med   Psych   Unit  
- General   concerns   expressed   by   at   least   one   institution   manager  

about   COVID-19  
- Liz   mentions   we   (Unity   A.A.)   do   not   want   to   be   responsible   for  

exposing   an   already-quarantined   population   to   the   virus...  
 
Grapevine   and   Accessibility   (Blake   R.)   

- Angry   letters   from   GrapeVine…   
- Somebody   wants   money   ($72.80)  
- Blake   instructed   by   Meredith   to   “get   in   touch”   with   Cheryl  
- Tom   says   we   need   to   pay   and   that   they   will   want   to   know   our   group  

number  
- Blake   has   not   made   the   phone   call   to   the   person   about   the   chair   lift  
- Meredith   expresses   concern   about   soliciting   Unity   A.A.   members   for  

donations   to   the   chair   lift   fund  
- Tom   mentions   “separately   incorporating”   Unity   Temple   in   the  

fundraising   
- Doing   so   would   alleviate   several   concerns   with   the   nature   of   the  

propriety   of   the    gifting    of   the   chair   lift   from   Unity   A.A.   to   Unity  
Temple.  

- Francie   would   like   to   join   the   committee   
- Tim   mentions   concerns   with   various   Fire   Codes   and   Insurance  

coverage  
- Sara   P.   mentions   potential   for   new   service   opportunity   to   help  

members   in   and   out   of   chair   lift  
 
Party   Planning   ()   

- Position   still   open   
- Meredith   conveys   message   that   lack   of   a   planner   means   no   parties  

will   be   planned  
- Memorial   Day   is   next   party  
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